ProQuest Dialog™ How Do I…?

"HOW DO I ... ?" – DATABASES & CONTENT

CONDUCTING A SEARCH
Search for plurals and other word endings
TASK: Entering a search query on ProQuest Dialog™ returns smart data. The system checks for British and American
spellings and singular and plural forms of words. What’s more, you can tailor truncation to work with you to find word
variants that matter. Use the asterisk * for open truncation and the question mark ? to replace just one character. Left-,
right- and internal truncation are available, as well as the ability to define truncation to replace up to the number of
characters you specify.
1. Enter a search statement such as
estrogen and cancer, limiting the date
range to the last 3 months. Click
Search.

2. Display results in Detailed view,
which shows a sampling of keywords
in context.

3. Scroll down to see examples of both
the British and American spellings.
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4. ProQuest Dialog searches for the
singular and plural forms of words.
This search for clone AND cow AND
rat…

…will yield records with clone, cow and
rat, as well as clones cows and rats.

5. To make changes to your settings to
include or turn off plurals, click
Preferences.

In My Research > Preferences scroll
down to find options for Search
customization.

6. Ensure the box is checked off to
include plurals.
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Truncation
1. Enter term(s) using truncation to find
word variants based on a root stem.
The asterisk * provides open truncation.
You can also define how many
characters you will allow with [*#] where
# is a number. [*4]glyc*m* finds
hypoglycemic, but rules out
hyperglycemic.
One question mark replaces exactly the
number of characters specified by the
number of ? used. Cat? Will retrieve
cats, cate, cato, but not cat.

2. The results in Detailed view illustrate
the word variations found using
truncation.

3. Mouse over Preview and see a free
sampling of a record with highlighted
search terms.

NEED HELP?
To learn more about ProQuest Dialog™, visit us online or contact our Global Customer Support team
Web: www.dialog.com/proquestdialog
Call: +1 800 334 2564 (North America)
+00 800 33 34 2564 (outside North America)
Email: customer@dialog.com
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